We’re changing the way
people think about waste
An Investor’s Introduction to Biffa plc

Leading in UK waste management

£1.3bn*
Net Revenue

~10,000

c.3,200

Employees

Collection
Vehicles

> 230
Locations

7.5m

£99m*

Tonnes of waste
handled

Operating Profit

Collections

Specialist Services

Resources & Energy

Revenue: £877m*

Revenue: £147m*

Revenue: £271m*

Our mission: To help customers fulfil
their sustainability ambitions by
providing bespoke solutions including
surplus redistribution, integrated
resource management and hazardous
waste services.

Our mission: To maximise the
recovery of resources and Energy from
Waste (EfW) through our leading
waste treatment and processing
capabilities.

Our mission: To provide the most
efficient, low carbon waste and
recycling collections and related
services to Industrial & Commercial
(I&C), Municipal and household
customers.

* All financials are FY20 actuals, and include Viridor
(y.e Mar-20) and Company Shop Group (y.e. Sep-20)
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With a clear track record of delivery

Track record of growth
⯈ Net Revenue CAGR 7.7% FY16 to FY22
⯈ Adjusted EBIT CAGR 7.3% FY16 to FY22
Strong recovery following pandemic
⯈ Record earnings expected in FY22
⯈ I&C volumes (adjusted for acquisitions)
during July 2021 are back to July 2019
levels
Improving quality of earnings over time
⯈ Transition away from landfill-related
earnings

£200m
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£1,565

£1400m

£1,445
£1,284

£1200m
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£800m

£1,006

£1,031

£1,103

£830m

£124m

£96m

£91m
£74m

£81m

£120m

£113m

£988m

£927m

£600m
£400m

£160m

£80m

£82m

£63m

£40m

£44m

£200m
£0m

£0m
2016

2017

2018
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Net Revenue

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

Adjusted EBIT

FY22, FY23 and FY24 projections based on analyst consensus and include
Viridor
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And a sustainable business model which sits at the heart of the circular
economy
Efficient, low carbon
collections…

…that support leading capabilities throughout the waste hierarchy

£200/
tonne*

Reduce
Recycle
Collect

£100/
tonne*

I&C
c.£30/tonne*
£50/
tonne*

Recover
Dispose

£4/
tonne*

* £x / tonne represents indicative adjusted EBIT per tonne handled (except Recover which is JV profit after tax per tonne)

Redistribution
of surplus
produce

Food grade closed
loop plastic recycling
Energy recovery from
waste that can’t be
recycled

Rail linked landfill disposal
for non-recyclable inactive
waste
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Our Strategic
Investment
Areas

We have multiple growth levers
Our aims

£90.9m

Reduce

To pioneer and operate the UK’s leading waste
reduction and redistribution services.

Recycle

To develop and operate the UK’s leading recycling
solutions.

Recover

To invest in energy from waste infrastructure as a
lower carbon alternative to landfill for our
customer’s waste that can’t be recycled.

Collect

To build the UK’s largest, most efficient, low carbon
waste and recycling collections operation.

committed *

£71.7m
committed *

£75m
committed *

18 £181m
£418.6m

£151.6m invested in the period / £340.8m now invested**
* Committed investment since Capital Markets Day in September 2019. Includes Viridor transaction (£137.9m) and acquisition of Green Circle PRF (£8.9m) agreed in May 2021. **As at H1 FY22

committed *
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Total*

Promoting waste reduction

Reduce

Acquisition of Company Shop – the UK’s largest redistributor of
surplus food, drink and household produce:
⯈ A highly regarded business with a unique differentiated business
model and high barriers to entry
⯈ Targeting 50% growth in next 3-4 years
⯈ Supported by regulatory, societal and environmental tailwinds
A highly complementary combination:
⯈ Great fit with Biffa’s services, culture, purpose and positioning
⯈ Establishes Biffa as the leading enabler of the circular economy for
the FMCG sector in the UK
Immediately earnings enhancing with attractive investment
returns:
⯈ Committed £90.9m, c£10m Covid-19 adjusted run-rate EBITDA
Fully aligned to the ambitions of our sustainability strategy:

⯈
⯈

Progress since acquisition:
⯈ Well developed roll out plan for new Company Shop and
Community Shop stores
⯈ Good early engagement with Biffa customer portfolio

Building a circular economy through waste prevention
A powerful ‘purpose with profit’ model including a successful
growing social enterprise
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Leading in UK closed loop food grade recycling

Recycle

Attractive investment conditions:
⯈
⯈
⯈

Strong customer demand
Regulatory support (Plastics Tax, Deposit Return, Export bans)
De-risked commercial model

Biffa well positioned to succeed:
⯈
⯈
⯈

Development and operational experience
Control of feedstocks – further bolstered by Viridor volumes and
Green Circle PRF acquisitions
Long standing customer relationships

Status of current development projects:
⯈
⯈
⯈
⯈
⯈

Seaham (PET) – commissioned 2021
Washington (PP) – commissioned 2021
Aldridge (PRF) – commissioned 2021
3rd HDPE plant – equipment ordered, operational FY23
Green Circle (PRF) – completed in June 2021

PET - Polyethylene terephthalate (plastic drinks bottles, washing up bottles)
PP - Polypropylene (margarine tubs, microwaveable meal trays)
HDPE - High Density Polyethylene (milk bottles, high quality food grade packaging)

An exciting space - future areas of interest being
considered include:
⯈
⯈
⯈
⯈

Further PET to meet DRS ambitions
Flexible post-consumer plastics
Chemical recycling (currently unproven)
International partnerships

PRF- Plastics Recycling Facility
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With a true closed-loop recycling model
Mixed Recycling

Sorting

Collection

Bales

Supermarket
Hot Wash

Washed flake

Dairy

Blow Moulding

Pellets

Colour sort &
decontamination
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Investing in EfW as a low carbon alternative to landfill
⯈
⯈

⯈
⯈
⯈

Recover

Energy recovery is the next best option until we can
REDUCE and RECYCLE all waste
Even assuming ambitious Government recycling targets
are met, the UK needs c10 more energy recovery
facilities, in addition to those in build today, to eliminate
export and landfill
Domestic UK Energy from Waste (EfW) capacity treats
approx. 14M tpa (2020)
New projects are becoming harder to finance. Control of
waste is key
Assets will deliver:

⯈
⯈

long-term, reliable, cost-effective, low-carbon disposal
for customers’ waste that can’t be recycled
predictable, growing infrastructure returns from FY24

Newhurst
⯈ Construction started June 2020
⯈ On schedule for 2023 completion
⯈ Total equity commitment £40m (£9.1m invested
in FY21)

Protos
⯈ Construction started January 2021
⯈ On schedule for 2024 completion
⯈ Total equity commitment £35m (£2.9m invested
in FY21)
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Consolidating the fragmented UK I&C market

Collect

A proven, central pillar to our strategy:
⯈ 25 deals completed since IPO
⯈ Strong track record of synergy delivery (routing, property, back office)
⯈ Significant opportunity to scale further through acquisitions given the highly
fragmented nature of the market
Sustainability benefits of route density:
⯈ Reduces carbon intensity, congestion and air quality impacts of
collections
⯈ Greater service flexibility helps customers to maximise recycling
⯈ Well positioned to deliver Govt mandatory recycling collections
⯈ Positions network well for conversion of alternative fuels
Recent progress:
⯈ Completed the acquisitions of Ward’s compaction business (Sep-20), Simply
Waste (Oct-20) and Viridor (expected to complete Aug-21)
Priorities for year ahead:
⯈ Integration and synergy delivery of Simply Waste and Viridor
⯈ Further significant M&A unlikely until integrations
completed
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Investing in products, customer experience and digital to
support organic growth

Collect

Harnessing digital to support growth
⯈ Fully online SME sales capability delivered (Haz waste sales to be
added in year)
⯈ Evaluating on-line separately branded product
⯈ Use of data analytics to support lead generation
Delivering market-leading customer experience
⯈ Real time carbon / waste destination reporting
⯈ Upgrades to sector-leading online customer service capabilities
in build
⯈ Next generation in-cab capabilities being rolled out
Product development opportunities include
⯈ Digitally-enabled asset-lite model for construction waste
services (Barratt Developments plc)
⯈ Reactive services broadening scope e.g. take back services
⯈ Sector-specific solutions e.g., retail front of store recycling,
coffee cup recycling
⯈ Sustainable packaging design and regulatory compliance
consulting
⯈ Strong growth in equipment rental (Biffa equip)
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All of which feed through to our sustainability goals

Building a circular
economy
We’ve unlocked c.£1bn of the
£1.25bn investment in UK green
economy infrastructure by 2030

Tackling climate
change
Having reduced emissions by 70%
since 2002, we will deliver a further
50% reduction by 2030

Caring for our
people, supporting
our communities
Be recognised as a top ranked
employer and continue to be a
good citizen, supporting good
causes to make a real difference

⯈
⯈
⯈

⯈

⯈

⯈
⯈
⯈
⯈

Quadrupling our plastics recycling by 2030
Investing in low carbon energy from waste
Acquired CSG, the UK’s largest redistributor of
surplus produce.

Alignment to UN SDGs

50% reduction in carbon emissions by 2030 and
net zero emissions by no later than 2050
Expanding our low carbon collections business
launched largest fleet of fully electric RCVs in
Manchester.
Consistently be a top quartile business for
employee engagement
50% reduction in our LTI rate by 2030
Manage 30% of estate for biodiversity
Committed to tackling modern slavery in the
supply chain.

Read more in our Sustainability Report 2021 | Biffa
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Summary

The UK’s leading sustainable waste management company
1

Leading enabler of the UK circular economy

4

Strategy for growth

2

Sustainability at our core

5

Attractive market dynamics

3

A business model that unites purpose with profit

6

Strong national brand and service delivery

15

Appendix

Plastics Recycling

Collections division

Polymers

Collections

Overview

Key Stats

I&C

Net Revenue: £689m
Tonnages: 2.7m (annually)
Sites: 110

 Nationwide collection of waste and
recyclables from c.97k customers
 Non-discretionary service
 National footprint, UK leader,
strongest brand recognition
 Lowest cost, lowest carbon operator
with sector-leading margins
 Natural consolidator

Municipal

Net Revenue: £188m
No of collections: c3.6m (weekly)
Sites: c56

 Household waste and recycling
collection and related services
 c2.1m households served
 c32 contracts
 Leading specialist outsourcer
 Stable outlook with Government
Environment Bill supporting over
time
Net revenue from FY20
All figures incorporate Viridor
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We are the leader in a fragmented I&C market

Market Share

Competitive Landscape
Biffa I&C,
9%

Others, 38%

Corporate
brokers, 8%

Nationals

Nationals,
15%

Veolia
Suez
DS Smith
FCC
Large
regional,
30%

Market Sizing
£bn

%

Nationals (incl. Biffa I&C*)

1.5

23%

Large Regionals

1.9

30%

Corporate Brokers

0.5

8%

Others

2.4

38%

Total

6.2

100%

Biffa I&C*

0.6

9%

Source: estimates based on Biffa data, Biffa figure are FY20 plus Viridor,
Simply Waste and Wards’ compaction business

Large
Regionals (e.g.)
Bagnall & Morris
Bakers
Beauparc
Bywaters
Cawleys
Countrystyle
DCW
Coastal UK
Enva

First Mile
Forge
Fortress
Grundon
Hills
NWH
Premier Waste
Select
Yorwaste

Corporate
Brokers
ACM
Cheaperwaste
First Waste
Greenzone
Mitie Waste
Reconomy
UKWSL

Others
Local Authorities
C&D operators
Small regionals
Small brokers

►

Only one national competitor has market share greater than 5% in I&C
core market

►

Other nationals have not been acquisitive in the collection market

►

Biffa is the natural consolidator

►

There remains significant consolidation potential across each
category (large regionals, brokers and smaller operators)
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With a proven track record

1

2

3

4

Price
Management

Strong price management and
maintenance across all channels
especially in SME

Low Operating
Cost

Operating costs have remained
flat for 4 years offsetting
inflationary increases with
efficiency gains

Improved
Retention

Retention rates have remained
strong, despite impacts of Covid19 – customer churn down to <7%
for past 3 years

Acquisition
Integrations

Effective at acquisition integration
– faster synergy delivery for ‘tuckunder’ deals (see slide 22)

5 Strong
Management
Team

Regional P&L ownership supported
by strong people capability

FY15

FY16

FY17

FY18

FY19

FY20

Unit
Earnings
growth*

3.2%

5.6%

4.1%

4.7%

4.1%

2.7%

Unit Ops
cost
growth

-6.1%

-0.7%

-1.0%

0.5%

1.9%

1.0%

Customer
Churn

12%

12%

12%

9%

7%

5%

SME
Churn***

13%

12%

12%

10%

9%

10%

* Unit earnings is collection revenue minus cost of disposal per m3
** Data isn’t relevant due to Covid-19
*** SME churn – annualised impact, in year effect broadly 50% of
annualised
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Delivering a quality service to our customers
Corporate Customers



186 customers - c. £283m collection revenue; 54
customers with annual spend > £1m pa
Strong cross sector mix – low exposure to single
channel

I&C Success Factors
• Self Delivery- 95% UK postcode coverage/well
invested fleet
• Customer Service Leads- 98% first time service
• Brand- Strong brand and reputation
• Pricing- Critical mass and strong route density
• Innovation & MI- Real time customer MI

SME Customers



74,400 customers - c. £317m collection revenue
with average spend > c. £2.5k pa
Strong cross sector mix – low exposure to single
channel

• Sustainability & Compliance- Waste data,
traceability & supplier governance/ carbon
mapping
• Organic Growth- Sector leadership positioning.
E-commerce and digital capabilities growingexpanding our customer base
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And with a proven, successful acquisition integration model
Distribution of
acquisitions
since 2015

Critical Success Factors
► Well networked management team – able to source off-market deals
► Well respected by advisory community for execution track record
► Integration capability - able to integrate multiple deals each year
► <5x EBITDA post-synergy multiples
► In last four years, improved route density by 11%
► Plan is to increase route efficiency by 20% by 2030

In addition
to Biffa’s
95% UK
postcode
coverage

Source of Synergies
► Removal of duplicate routes/locations
► Transfer station infrastructure
► Internalising sub-contracted work
► Scale benefits for disposal costs
► Procurement efficiencies
► Back-office and management
FY15

FY16

FY17

FY18

FY19

FY20

FY21

FY22

8

6

5

7

7

4

2

1

£6m

£30m

£19m

£51m

£64m

£10m

£36m

£85m

Deals completed
Revenue acquired
* Viridor consideration by division not
disclosed

Acquisitions 2015 –
2021

22
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Acquisition of Viridor’s Collections business
I&C


Nationwide collections operations in the UK: £85m revenues (FY20) from 21,000
customers with 15 depots across the UK



Well established and diverse base of customers spread across the wider UK economy will be integrated into Biffa’s 69 depot, £604m revenue (FY20) platform



Solid performance through the Covid pandemic with volume trends similar to those
experienced by Biffa



Significant opportunity to improve margins through synergy delivery of at least £10m FY20 margin of 7% (pre central overheads) compares to Biffa I&C margin (pre central
overheads) of over 16%



Agreements with Viridor's ERFs secure long-term cost-effective low carbon outlets for
non-recyclable waste across the UK

Municipal

HWRC contracts add £11m of revenue (FY20)
Specialist Services

Adds £7m of waste collections and treatment revenue (FY20), growing capabilities in
liquid waste collection and treatment

Edinburgh

Glasgow

Manchester

Sheffield

Corby
Taunton
Priorswood
Barnstaple
Cornwall
Lean
Plymouth
Heathfield

Howletts Way

Filton
Slough
Hersden
Dorset Thurrock

Rochester

Exeter

Depots (15)
Transfer stations (3)
Wet waste depots (3)
Workshop (1)
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Specialist Services
division

Specialist Services

Key Stats

Net Revenue: £32m*
Sites: 14*
Customers: c1,000*

Overview

Hazardous Waste

 Collection and
treatment capabilities
 Growth strategy - build
market share and
enhance digital
capabilities

I&C

Integrated Resource
Management

Net Revenue: £39m
Sites: 300**
Customers: 70
 On-site services and
equipment rental
 Growth strategy –
additional waste
segregation revenues
from new and existing
customers

Compliance

Company Shop Group

Net Revenue: £25m
Customers: 600

Net Revenue: £49m***
Sites: 15
Customers: c193k

 Packaging producer
responsibility
compliance services
 Growth strategy provide expert
guidance to an
enlarged customer
base

 Redistribute surplus
produce
 Growth strategy significant scope to
expand store network
and volume of surplus
handled

Net Revenue from FY20. **Customer sites
*** Pre-acquisition revenues
* Includes Viridor
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Hazardous Waste
We have over 30 years experience in
hazardous waste collection and disposal
►
►
►
►
►
►

10 licensed facilities across the UK
ADR trained drivers
Field chemist support
Account management team
Competitive pricing
Rebates
Battery box

Hazardous waste includes:
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Waste electronic and electrical equipment
(WEEE), like computers, microwaves, screens etc.
Solvents
Oils
Paints
Batteries
Bulbs
Fluorescent tubes
Aerosols, excluding foam and gel-based products
Cleaning agents
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Integrated Resource Management

We review our customers processes, from manufacturing
and packaging to distribution and supply chain,
identifying opportunities and building cost-effective
sustainability into their businesses.
Benefits:
►
►
►

Reduce waste management costs
Improve sustainability goals, such
as zero waste to landfill
Identify new commercial
opportunities, such as recycling
revenue streams.

Sectors:
►
►
►

Food manufacturing
Steel fabrication
Automotive.
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Producer Responsibility Compliance Schemes

Biffpack
Helps businesses comply with the Producer Responsibility (Packaging
Waste) Regulations that came into force two decades ago. Our
compliance scheme is signed up to the Environment Agency code of
practice and is registered to ISO 9001:2008.

Waste electrical and electronic equipment
Supports local authorities deal with the problem of small domestic
waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE).

Battery Compliance
Biffa supports customers in complying with battery regulations set out
to establish producer responsibility for the collection, treatment and
recycling of waste batteries.
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Company Shop Group

Strengthening Biffa’s leadership in the circular economy
Food and drink material hierarchy – redistribution is the
best alternative to prevention at source

Acquisition of UK’s largest redistributor of surplus food, drink and
household produce:
• A highly regarded business with a unique differentiated business model with
high barriers to entry

Prevention, waste of raw materials,
ingredients and products arising is
reduced and measured in overall
reduction of waste

A compelling growth plan:
• Targeting 50% growth in next 3-4 years
• Supported by regulatory, societal and environmental tailwinds

Immediately earnings enhancing and offering attractive investment
returns:
• Enterprise value £82.5m, c.£10m run-rate EBITDA (8.25x run rate)*

Sent to animal feed

Recycling

Preference

A highly complementary combination:
• Great fit with Biffa’s services, culture, purpose and positioning
• Establishes Biffa as the leading enabler of the circular economy for the
FMCG sector in the UK

Redistribution to people

Waste sent to anaerobic digestion
Waste composted
Recovery
Incineration of waste with energy
recovery

Fully aligned to the ambitions of our Sustainability Strategy:
• Building a circular economy through waste prevention
• A powerful ‘purpose with profit’ model including a successful growing social
enterprise

Disposal
Waste incinerated without energy recovery
Waste sent to landfill
Waste ingredient/product going to
sewer

* All figures are pre-IFRS16
Represents Biffa’s position
prior to acquisition
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Turning problems into potential, the secret to unlocking the UK’s
surplus
Why surplus exists…
Surplus occurs for many reasons
throughout the supply chain and during
the manufacturing processes:
•

Incorrect labelling

•

Overproduction

•

Order cancellations

•

Trial products

•

Damaged packaging

•

Rejects (e.g. size, shape)

•

Unused ingredients or components

Market size

Intervention

•

An estimated 141,000 tonnes of
surplus food and beverages p.a. that
are suitable for human consumption

• Turning problems into potential: Company
Shop works with manufacturers and
retailers to identify and source surplus

•

Substantial unquantified surplus in
health and beauty, homeware,
clothing and more

•

Does not include ‘back of store’
surplus which is typically donated and
managed by charities

• Intervention: c.80% of surplus requires
intervention before it can be safely
redistributed. This includes re-labelling,
scanning, washing and repacking while
complying with stringent food safety
regulation

•

Strong regulatory support to reduce
food waste

• Redistribution: Produce is then
redistributed through Company Shop’s
network of membership – restricted
outlets at a significant discount to regular
prices
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Providing a network of membership-based outlets

Company Shop

•
Produce is sold through a
network of 12 membership-based
outlets
•
Members are FMCG employees,
NHS staff and other key workers
•
Produce is sold at significantly
less than normal retail price
•
A unique model, which means it
is able to sell supermarket branded
products side by side
•
Top up shop helping family
budgets go further, not in competition
with supermarkets

Community Shop
• A not for profit community interest
company supporting the most
deprived areas of the UK
• A network of 6 community hubs
which include:
• a food store selling produce
at deeply discounted prices
• a number of community
services, supported by
donations from supplier
partners

•
The company also runs a
number of staff shops at partner sites
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Biffa – the right fit for Company Shop
1. The circular economy enabler to the UK’s
FMCG sector: an unrivalled combined commercial
proposition with significant cross-sell opportunity
Biffa Specialist Services - leading waste and
recycling provider
Biffa Polymers - leading supplier of food grade
closed loop plastic raw materials
Company shop – leading redistributor of surplus

2. Further development of offer: the combination
may accelerate development of adjacent offers
across reuse and redistribution, e.g.
• Furniture takeback/rescue
• Non-food (e.g. clothing) returns, redistribution
• Vintage clothing redistribution

5. Support for social enterprise:
alignment to Biffa’s sustainability strategy.
Opportunities to support the development of
Community Shop, especially where Biffa
has strong operational presence (e.g.
Municipal contracts)

3. Independence: Biffa is an established
service provider to the F&B sector,
preserving Company Shop’s unique
independent position and reputation

4. Efficiencies and cost synergies: cost
opportunities will be pursued across areas such as
procurement, fleet, corporate functions, captive
insurance
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Resources & Energy
division

Resources & Energy division
I&C

Overview

Key Stats

Recycling

Net Revenue: £87m*
Tonnages: 0.53m*
Sites: 13*

 UK recycling of
resilient household
recycling materials
 Secular growth in
demand for UKbased food grade
recycled polymers

Organics

Net Revenue: £88m*
Tonnages: 0.63m*
Sites: 10*

 Treatment of
organic waste
produce, compost
and renewable
energy
 Supports Govt
policy re separate
food waste

Inerts

Net Revenue: £52m
Tonnages: 0.76m
Sites: 9

 Treatment and
disposal of complex
construction waste
 Produces sands and
aggregates
 Provides landfill
disposal for
untreatable residues

Landfill Gas

Net Revenue: £43m
Energy generation: 67MW
Sites: 32

 Energy generation
from landfill gas
extraction
 Profitable and
predictable but
declining over time

Net Revenue from FY20

*Includes Viridor

Energy Recovery

In build
Sites: 2

 Treatment of general
waste for energy
recovery
 Two facilities in
build - Newhurst
and Protos.
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Resources & Energy:
Polymers- Leading in UK
plastic recycling

Growth Drivers for UK plastic processing capacity

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extended producer responsibility boosting demand
Plastic tax
Deposit Return Schemes increasing supply
Sustainability becoming a key measure of business
performance
Increasing capture rates expected to meet Government
and Plastic Pact targets (66% and 70% by 2025)
Potential Southeast Asia ban on importing plastics
Potential UK ban on export of plastics
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Biffa Polymers is an unrivalled leader in the UK plastics market

Redcar (Food Grade
HDPE)
•

•

Original Site – food grade
HDPE (20ktpa) plus
numerous non-food PE / PP
products
Primary customers : Dairy
industry

Seaham (PET – new
market)
•
•

£27.5m investment.
Can process 57,000tpa of
PET or 1.3bn plastic bottles

Washington (PP)
•

£10.4m investment to process
plastic pots, tubs and trays

300 employees across 3 sites
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Our expertise and robust supply chain strongly positions us for the
future
Development &
Operational Excellence

•
•
•

Long established and experienced
team
Pioneered food safety protocols in
Europe
Growth projects delivered by inhouse engineering team

Control of Feedstock

•
•
•

Biffa collections: 2,800 trucks
MRF / PRF network provides
high quality sorted materials
In-house raw material supply
will increase to over 90% with
Green Circle and Viridor
acquisitions

Trusted Offtake Partnerships

•
•
•
•

Long-standing relationships built
through HDPE business
Supply to blow moulders or
brands directly
De-risked commercial model
Long-term commitments
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And strong progress to date versus our strategic goals
1 tonne of recycled
plastic material saves 1.5
tonnes of CO2 vs
manufacture of virgin
material

Seaham

Our £27.5m state-of-the-art PET plastic bottle recycling
facility in Seaham, County Durham - commissioned

Strong demand for product – customer offtake contracts
concluded (Nestlé Waters UK and Alpla)
Washington

c£10m Washington plastics recycling facility funding
recommenced following equity raise – commissioned
Aldridge

£11.2m investment to support increased feedstock supply
to Polymers business – commissioned
Green Circle

£9.6m to acquire Scotland’s only post-consumer plastics
recycling facility from Green Circle Polymers Ltd,
providing an additional 50,000 tonnes of treatment
capability.
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Resources & Energy:
Developing Energy from
Waste Infrastructure

A clear opportunity for Energy Recovery Infrastructure
The new facilities will
contribute 90 MW of
renewable and low
carbon energy to the UK’s
electricity grid, enough
to power approximately
170,000 homes

Newhurst







Biffa 50% equity stake; c. £40m investment over 3
years
350k tpa plant, 42MW – Biffa to supply 70% of waste
In build and progressing well in line with
construction milestones
See how construction is progressing in our short film
here

Protos





Biffa 25% equity stake; c. £35m investment over 3
years
400k tpa plant, 49MW – Biffa to supply 60% of waste
In build and progressing well in line with
construction milestones
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Which forms a key part of our I&C disposal strategy
Biffa has actively secured disposal capacity in domestic EfW over recent years. The combination of
existing contracts and future developments delivers long term security combined with future
flexibility
 Biffa expects to continue to control more than 1.7mtpa of suitable material for treatment in EfW – signed and future

disposal contracts account for 60% of Biffa’s tonnage*
 Based on the signed and future Fuel Supply contracts, Biffa will be the UKs largest supplier of fuel to EfW

Biffa Volume

 On completion of disposal contracts currently in negotiation (including

Newhurst and Protos) Biffa will have secured 60% of its I&C tonnages to
long-term EfW supply contracts

23%
40%

 This commitment underpins the I&C operation on a national level and
14%

9%
Contracted Volume

Newhurst

Future EfW is future third party EfW offtake

represents a suitable blend of committed tonnage and future flexibility

14%
Protos

Future EfW

Uncontracted
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To be delivered through a de-risked partnership structure
Sponsors

Sponsors:


50%

50%



Non-Recourse Project Finance

Covanta Green
50%

Non-Recourse
Project Finance

EPC



50%

Borrowed by ProjectCo for the sole purpose of funding construction

EPC (Engineering, Procurement & Construction)

ProjectCo

O&M

Biffa will control 50% of the Newhurst Project alongside Covanta
and GIG
Protos – Biffa will control (25%) - Our Partners (75%)

Turnkey Contract for the design, construction, commissioning and
testing of the facility



FSA

O&M (Operations and Maintenance)


Provided by Covanta for a minimum term of 20 years

FSA (Fuel Supply Agreement)


Provided by Biffa for a minimum term of 20 years
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Which will generate solid, relatively predictable returns

 EPC Package

– fixed price
& fixed
programme
 EPC Cost
equates to
81% of the
total

Uses

%

Civils

29%

Process Equipment

23%

Mechanical & Electrical

13%



Project Co. Worked Example

Construction Cost - Worked Example

P&L (£m)

FY25

FY29

58

66

O&M

(19)

(21)

SPV Costs

(5)

(5)

Total Revenues

Spares

1%

General Project Costs

15%

Gross profit

34

40

Grid Connection

2%

Lifecycle

(2)

(3)

ProjectCo Costs

8%

Depreciation

(11)

(11)

Lease Premium

4%

Construction / Project Management

3%

Net interest expense

(10)

(9)

Fixed O&M Costs

2%

Profit before Tax

11

18

Mobile Equipment, IT, Outfitting

1%

Tax

(3)

(3)

8

14

Total*

100%

Net Income









Gate fees
represent 2/3 of
revenue
Contracted and
inflation linked
O&M Contract
represents 81% of
annual
operational costs
Both O&M and
Lifecycle costs
fixed
Interest rates
hedged at
financial close

* Excluding finance costs

Biffa will include its
percentage share of
profit after tax in its
results
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Sustainability

Setting ourselves up to succeed
Governance

Group Sustainability Committee- oversee development of Sustainability Strategy, set interim targets
and ensure resources & skills to deliver

Board- oversight and monitoring of progress against delivery

Strategy & Reporting

Ten year strategy, first revision in year five

Committed to reporting sustainability progress annually

Audited and auditable KPIs
Alignment to Investment Strategy

All objectives consistent with investment strategy

Investment Committee requires Sustainability Strategy compliance sign-off
Incentives

Management incentives have established sustainability targets/qualifiers
Financing

Balance sheet and capital allocation policy consistent with stated investment plans
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Progress against our ESG ambitions

Environmental

Social

Governance

•

Since 2002, reduced CO2 emissions
by 70%

•

Employee engagement increased to
59% (3% above UK average)

•

Two female Board members
appointed

•

Joined Science Based Targets
initiative

•

•

Board Diversity & Inclusion Policy
established

•

Carbon Saver Gold for 14 Years

Launched Women in Waste group to
attract, support and develop women
at Biffa

Net Zero by no later than 2050

External Board review undertaken;
the first since IPO in 2016

•

Doubled plastics recycling capacity to
120kt

Campaign with Hope for Justice
raising awareness of modern slavery
in the waste sector

•

•

•

•

Established separate Sustainability
Committee of the Board

•

Investigating renewable technologies
including solar and hydrogen

•

Enhanced ESG reporting disclosures,
aligning to TCFD, SASB, GRI and the
SDGs

•

£75,000 raised for charity WasteAid
in last three years

•

£13.9m spent on local community
initiatives through Biffa Award in the
last three years
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Down to Zero: investing in the pathway to net zero carbon

Biffa sustainability
webpages
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Sustainability accreditations

ESG reporting alignment

Accreditations/ Certifications

ESG Index Scores

MSCI AA
Sustainalytics 17.6
(Low Risk)
CDP B-
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The Executive Team

Michael Topham

David Bird

Roger Edwards

Sarah Parsons

CEO

COO- Collections

Managing Director
Municipal

General Counsel &
Company Secretary

Richard Pike
CFO

Mick Davis
COO Resources & Energy

Jane Pateman

David Gooding

HR Director

Chief Information Officer

Cory Reynolds
Corporate Affairs
Director
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Thank you.

BIFFA Group Plc
Coronation Road, Cressex,
High Wycombe,
Buckinghamshire
HP12 3TZ
www.biffa.co.uk
E: ir@biffa.co.uk

